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Confined Spaces –

Listen to your workers!



2017 

40 years of Safety Reps

A force for good H&S

Safety Representatives and 

Safety Committees Regs 1977



What safety reps do, 

and employers should be doing!



Look for it!

Find it!

Fix it!
"If we don't look for trouble, trouble is 

going to come looking for us.“

“Look for trouble, find it, fix it.”



Safety Reps are the 

solution, not the 

problem!



Safety Reps Rights

• consultation

• information

• inspections

• investigations

• time off 



Employers Duties

• identifying hazards

• assessing risks

• monitoring standards

• inspections & checks

• investigating accidents

• implementing the safety policy



Risk Assessment

HSE advice to employers

How to assess the risks in your workplace

• Identify the hazards

• Decide who might be harmed and how

• Evaluate the risks/decide on precautions

• Record your significant findings

• Review your assessment and update if 

necessary



Confined Spaces Law

• Confined Spaces Regulations 1997

• Approved Code of Practice

• Guidance

• HSE L101 (Third edition, published 2014)



Involving workers
Workplaces where employees are involved in taking 

decisions about health and safety are safer and 

healthier. Collaboration with your employees helps you 

to manage health and safety in a practical way by:

(a) helping you spot workplace risks

(b) making sure H&S controls are practical;

(c) increasing the level of commitment to working in a 

safe and healthy way

HSE L101 Safe Work in Confined Spaces (Third edition, published 2014)



Consultation

• Employers must consult employees in good time.

• This involves employers both giving information to 

employees and listening to them, taking account of 

what they say before making H&S decisions.

• Issues you should consult employees on include:

 risks arising from their work;

 proposals to manage and/or control these risks;

 the best ways of providing information and 

training.



• Talk and listen 

• Raise concerns and solve problems

• Seek and share views and information

• Discuss issues in good time

• Consider what everyone has to say

• Make decisions together

Employers and Safety Reps



George Falder, killed at work

• Mr Falder worked on an autoclave, an 

industrial steamer about 6m long and with a 

diameter of between 1.2m and 1.5m

• Temperatures inside reach up to 150C and 

should always be above 100C. It runs for a 

cycle of about 16 minutes.

• Police have appealed for workers to speak 

about what actually happens on the shop 

floor at the plant





Autoclave Death

• Company fined £150,000 plus £46,706 in costs 

after pleading guilty to a breach of the HSW Act

• HSE found that employees entered the autoclave 

when the pressure-door was open between cycles

• Company failed to identify the autoclave as a 

confined space posing a serious risk. No measures 

in place, such as instructions or signs, to prevent 

access to the autoclave.

• No system for checking the autoclave before the 

door was shut and the operating cycle was started.



Work as Imagined

vs

Work as Done



Imagined vs Actual

• Company said no-one went in the autoclave

• They failed to identify the confined space

• HSE found differently

• The company did not know what happened 

in their own factory

• Why didn’t they ask the workers?



Unite is committed to improving health 

and safety in all workplaces

Union organised workplaces are safer 

than non-organised workplaces


